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Tomas Tranströmer’s stroke of 
genius

In  November 1990, the widely acclaimed 

Swedish poet Tomas Tranströmer 

(b. Stockholm, 1931) lost his speech and the 

use of his right hand as a result of a stroke. As 

if anticipating his own fate, in his longest 

poem Baltics (1974), he had referred to the 

story of a composer who became speechless 

and hemiplegic after a brain bleed:

Then, cerebral hemorrhage: paralysis on the 

right side with aphasia, 

can grasp only short phrases, says the wrong 

words. 

Beyond the reach of eulogy or execration. 

But the music´s left, he goes on composing in 

his own style, 

for the rest of his days he becomes a medical 

sensation.

He wrote music to texts he no longer under-

stood

in the same way

we express something through our lives

in the humming chorus full of mistaken 

words.1

Himself a lifelong amateur pianist, 

Tranströmer carried on playing the piano 

with his left hand after the stroke. Some 

pianists, inspired by his first post-stroke col-

lection of verse, The sad gondola (1996), 

composed left-handed pieces for him, such 

as the Tranströmer settings for the New 

European Ensemble’s 2010 tour of Sweden.

Left-handed piano pieces have been 

written by great composers, including 

Prokokiev and Richard Strauss. In 1928, 

Maurice Ravel composed The concerto for the 

left hand in B major for Paul Wittgenstein, 

the Austrian musician who had lost his right 

arm in the Great War, which enabled him to 

resume concert performances. Ten years 

later, in 1933, at the age of 58, the French 

composer came to the end of his musical 

career after losing his own speech through a 

brain insult that rendered him unable to 

express musical ideas in either writing or 

performance.2 

Neurology as a medical specialty was 

founded in the late 19th century when dis-

functioning structures of the brain were 

localised according to the anatomico-patho-

logical method. A founding cornerstone of 

this approach was the 1861 structural locali-

sation of expressive language, which was 

found to reside over the foot of the third left 

frontal convolution. This finding was con-

firmed by a brain necropsy on a patient of 

Paul Broca who had suffered from a 20-year 

history of non-fluent aphasia.3 Since then, 

neurologists have recognised that almost all 

patients with expressive aphasia have some 

degree of difficulty in writing (dysgraphia). 

More challenging and overambitious are 

recent attempts to localise functions as com-

plex and abstract as identification and appre-

ciation of beauty and creativity by using 

cutting-edge brain-scanning technology. 

Such functions are not ‘clean-cut. Like/ the 

shaved parts of a patient’s crown before he has 

a brain operation’ to borrow Tranströmer´s 

expression referring to artificial landscapes.1

What makes Tranströmer a medical sen-

sation — as prophetically announced in 

Baltics, the poem he regarded as his ‘most 

consistent attempt to write music’1 — is the 

fact that he managed to continue translating 
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his ideas and images into words, creating 

language in the absence of speech, in 

poetry written in accordance with his own 

prophetic motto, ‘language but no words’,1 a 

phrase reminiscent of the physician-poet 

William Carlos Williams’s motto, ‘no ideas 

but in things’.4 
Williams also suffered a stroke aged also 

59, after which he lost the use of his right 

hand (but not his speech).5 Some poems by 

Tranströmer, composed after the stroke, are 

concerned, like Williams’s had been, with 

the limitations of spoken language. 

Tranströmer referred to:

The shaky-handed doctor’ who ‘wrote out 

a prescription that no one can/ decipher 

but his writing will be recognized…1

Inasmuch as Williams’s own medical 

practice influenced his poetry, Tranströmer’s 

career as prison psychologist also became a 

source of his poetry. He was nevertheless 

surprised not to have been asked more 

often about how his poetry may have 

affected his work.6

In a letter to his friend and partial trans-

lator, Robert Bly, written before he suffered 

the stroke at the end of April of 1990, 

Tranströmer recalled a recent three-week 

holiday in Venice with his wife Monica.7 

Interestingly, his first book after the stroke 

was inspired by Liszt’s utterly depressing La 

lugubre gondola, which the Hungarian com-

poser had written while visiting his daughter 

and son-in-law Richard Wagner. After the 

stroke, Transtromër’s first lines were those 

of the poem, April in silence: 

‘I am carried in my shadow

like a violin

in its black case.’1 

Before the stroke a non-prolific writer, 

after it Tranströmer became even more 

abbreviated in his writing, through what 

Seshadri called (in reference to aphasia) the 

‘inner weather of pure meaning’.8 As the 

next anniversary of his Nobel Prize in lit-

erature approaches, we celebrate the trans-

lucent poetry of Tranströmer who, like 

Dostoevsky with his epilepsy9 and Williams 

with his stroke5 — all of whom were much 

helped by their wives — was able to trans-

form suffering into art and through music 

and poetry overcome the great communi-

cation barriers imposed by aphasia. 

In his post-stroke Like being a child a 

poetic lucidity is apparent: 

‘… and a sudden insult

is jerked over your head like a sack

through its mesh you catch a glimpse of 

the sun

and hear the cherry trees humming

No help in that — the great insult

covers your head your torso your knees

you can move sporadically

but can’t look forward to spring

Glimmering woolly hat, pull it down over 

your face

stare through the stitches.

On the straits the water-rings are crowding 

soundlessly.

Green leaves are darkening the earth ….’1

A rare living prophet in his own home-

land, in Memories look at me1, Tranströmer 

produced some of the most illuminating 

autobiographical accounts ever written as 

well as poetry of the highest calibre, despite 

severe expressive dysphasia and dysgraphia.
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